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FOREWORD 
The adolescent period in life offers the most fertile 
field of opportunity for the development of good citizenship, 
but it requires leaders of ability, patience, and deep seated 
convictions to accomplish the task. 
This discussion is by no means original or complete; but 
it represents the beginning of a study which, it is hoped, 
may be continued in order to be serviceable to fellow workers. 
The books and periodicals read referred to the high 
school, the junior high school, and the elementary school; 
but this study applies to schools where there are grades from 
one to eight, the seventh and eighth grades being a part of 
the Junior High School Division. 
Grateful acknowledgement is made to Dr. lfl. B. Townsend, 
Assistant Professor of Education at Butler University; Mr. 
H. L. Harshman, Director of Administrative Research in the 
Indianapolis Public Schools; Mrs. T. R. Wharton, teacher of 
English at Crispus Attucks High School; junior high school 
teachers and principals in Indianapolis; the junior high school 
principals in Bronxville, N. Y.; Sacramento, Cal.; Kansas City, 
Kans.; Brooklyn, N. Y.; Atlanta, Ga., and Leominster, Mass.; 
and the National Self-Government Cormnittee, New York City. 
H.M.R. 
Indianapolis, Indiana - 1939 
67'\b.5 
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STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL CONTROL 
IN THE 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Reason for the Study 
One author has said that young people are altruistic 
in nature and the stimuli are naturally present which may 
be utilized in accord with the laws of learning to develop 
the essential characteristics of good citizenship~ This 
is in direct harmony with the ideas expressed in this study. 
Interes t in student participation in school control was 
aroused by a group of girl monitors. In trying to make the 
monitor's organization worth while, enough research was done 
to discover that material concerning "junior high" organiza­
tions is limited. As far as could be ascertained, nothing 
1 J. Roemer and C. F. Allen. Extra-Curricular Activities 
Boston: Heath Co., 1926. P. 77. 
(1) 
2. 
has been written on the subject of s ,tudent participation 
which pertains to the junior high schools in Indianapolis. 
The Purpose, the Method, the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to trace briefly the devel­
opment of student participation in school control from an­
cient t imes to the present; to determine how student organ­
izations function in the Indianapolis Junior High Schools; 
and to compare the Indianapolis organizations with certain 
school systems elsewhere. 
The method used was partly historical. The material 
was obtained from books, periodicals, interViews, and corre­
spondence. Questionnaires also were sent to the sixty-three 
elementary schools in the city that have junior high schools 
and to twelve leading cities in different parts of the United 
States. The data summarized in Tables I, II, III, and IV 
represent replies from forty-six Indianapolis Schools. Tables 
V, VI, and VII are summaries of data supplied by other school 
systems • 
The problem is student participation in school control 
in the junior high schools of Indianapolis, Indiansf On the 
basis of the data the following questions have been discussed. 
1. What types of student partIcipation were practiced 
in the Indianapolis seventh and eighth grades before the pro­
gram was reorganized1 
2. ¥ihat types of student participation are now in 
operation in the Indianapolis Junior High Schools? 
3. 
3. ~nich types of student participation are most 
popular in the Indianapolis Junior High Schools? 
4. Is there a relation between student participa­
tion and guidance? 
5. How do the Indianapolis Junior High Schools 
compare in student participation with some other school 
syste~~ elsewhere? 
6. ~Vhat are the next steps in student participation 
to be taken by Indianapolis? 
Definition of Terms 
The term self-government has caused much controversy, 
because it is often mdsunderstood and because it fails to 
emphasize the necessary cooperation of students and t eachers 
in managing the school. Self-government means that the 
pupil government is an auxiliary of the regularly constituted 
school regime and makes the handling of certain events a 
simpler procedure than usual. It does not mean that all of 
the government of the school is in the hands of the students, 
but it does mean that the students' energy 1s skilfully 
guided toward educative ends by the teacher. H. C. McKo'iln 
writes the following statements concerning self-govermnent: 
There is, in reality, no such thing as "'student 
self-government", and there never wilJ. be. Students 
lack the good judgment which must go along with execu­
tive, legislative, or judicial power. They may posses.s 
the deSires, ambitions, intentions, and perhaps the 
knowledge with which to legislate and execute wisely, 
4. 
but they lack the judgment. Judgment comes only , 
with experience and students lack that eXperience. 2 
Student participation is the plan by which students 
who attend a certain school are given an opportunity to take 
an active part in managing the affairs of that school. It 
implies cooperative efforts on the part of students and 
faculty in the opers.tion of the school; it calls f or consi­
dering , planning, and putting into practice the activities 
of the school by the united efforts of all concerned. 
Guidance maY be defined as that phs.s e of the school
. ­
program which h as as its important task the discovering 
and appraising of the aptitudes and interests of the indi­
vidual and the providing for him of activities, both curri­
cular and extra curricular, in which he may develop his 
talents to the greatest extent. "Since it is the junior high 
school in which pupils do and should make some decisions re­
garding the future, guidance should be the corner stone of 
3that structure. 
The "Indianapolis Plan" for Junior High School 
The junior high school movement received official 
recognition in the United States about 1909. Since that 
time it has grovm rapidly and is no longer considered an 
expericent. The common procedure was to build separate 
2H. C. McKovm.Extracwricular Activities, New York: 
MacMillan Co., 1927. P.40. 
3P. C. Stetson and M.H. Stuart. Indianapolis Public 
Schools. Bulletin, May 31, 1932. P. 32. 
5. 
buildings; then transfer to those buildings the seventh, 
eighth, and ninth grade pupils in the districts and desig­
nate such buildings as junior high schools. In the earlier 
days, little attention was paid to the ~ualifications of 
teachers selected, to the reorganization of the curriculum, 
or to the specific needs of the students. 
In inaugurating the "Indianapolis Plan", the needs 
of the students of this age were first considered; the quali­
fications of the teachers were then studied; and the curricu­
hun was reorganized. The question of buildings ''laS felt to 
be of little importance, because the junior high school exists 
primarily to help in the solution of problems of adolescent 
boys and girls; and the essential benefits which come rrom 
the junior high school organization depend upon methods of 
teaching and materials of instruction. 
Consequently, Indianapolis established a junior high 
school type of organization without disturbing the teaching 
force or the plan of h aving relatively small neighborhood 
schools. The seventh and eighth grades were retained in 
the elementary school buildings and the ninth grades in the 
senior high school buildings. Teachers were given an oppor­
tunity to prepru.·e for the new program by service on the 
curriculum committee and through extension courses. Fi" · 
nillly through reorganization of the curriculum and the devel­
· opment of new courses of study the "Indianapolis PIanti , 
:6. 
which was begun in 1931, went into effect in full force in 
the school year of 1933 and 1934. In planning this junior 
high school organization for Indianapolis, the committee 
considered citizenship training among the important needs 
of the students; therefore different types of student 
participation activities were given definite places on the 
daily program. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY )uID DEVELOPMENT 
OF STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL CONTROL 
IIStudents have participated in the government 
of the school at various times and under various 
captions in educational history.1I2 
Early European Schools 
Greece.-- Experiments in student governr~ent among 
adolescents are as old as ancient Greece. So far, no plan 
has been devised which has proved its complete adaptability 
under all conditions of stress and strain, but notable ad­
vances have been made in recent years. 
In Greece, youths were encouraged to prepare them­
selves for self-government and citizenship through member­
ship in the Ephebia. The Ephebi was the name given in Atllens 
and other Greek to\nw to a class of young men from eighteen 
to twenty years of age, who formed a sort of college under 
State contrOl. On completion of his seventeenth year, the 
lJ. J. Vineyard and C. F. Poole. Student Participa­
tion in School Government. New York: A. S. Barnes and 
Co. , 1930. P. 1. (7) 
8. 
Athenian youth attained his civil majority and, if he belonged 
to the first three property classes and passed the scrutiny 
as to age, civic descent, and physical capability, he was en­
rolled in the register of his deme. He was then liable to 
military training and duties. 
After admission to college, the ephebus took the oath 
of allegiance and was sent to Munychia or Acto to form one 
of the garrison. At ti.e end of the first year of training, 
the ephebi ;7ere reviewed, and, if their performance was 
satisfactory, they were provided a spear, shield, cloak, and 
broad brimmed hat. In their second year, they were trans­
ferred to other garrisons in Attica, patrolled the frontiers, 
and on occasions took active part in war. During these two 
years they were free from taxation, and were not allowed to 
appeaJ' in law courts as plaintiffs or defendants. 2 
Numerous inscriptions show that the ephebi, with clubs 
and meetings, with their resolution:'; and decrees, were at last 
as important as the societies of students in ~ modern univer­
sities. Stobaeus has preserved a text of the oath by which 
these youths were bound. It represents the spirit of the whole 
institution and reads as follows: 
I will never disgrace these hallowed weapons, or 
abandon my comrade, beside whomever I run placed 
(in battle) but will fight for both sacred and secular 
things with my fellows. I will not leave my country 
2Encyclopedia Britannica. 14th Ed., Vol. 8 New York: 
Encyclopedia Btri. Co., Ltd. 1932. P.638. 
9. 
less, but greater and better by sea and land, I vdll 
obey the rulers appointed and the established laws, 
and whatsoever new laws the state may lawfully es­
tablish; and if anyone attempts to abolish the exis­
ting ordinances or disobeys them, I will resist him, 
and defend them individually and wi th the res t • By 
my witnesses Ag~auroa, Enzalios, Ares, Zeus, Thallo, 
Auxo, Hegemone. 
Enrollment ceased to be obligatory after the end of 
the fourth century B.C.; training lasted for only a year; 
and the limit of age was discontinued. With the admission 
of foreigners, the college lost its national character. The 
military element was no longer all important, and the ephe­
bia bec8~e sort of a university for the well-to-do young men 
of good family, whose social positiqn has been compared with 
that of the Athenian "knight" of earlier times. 'I'his in­
stitution of student government lasted till the end of the 
third century A. D. 
Germany.--As early as 1500 the history of education 
records instances of student government in Germany. Valen­
tine Trotzendorf at Golberg introduced a system which con­
sisted of a senate of twelve students, a council, and other 
officers. 
Pestzlozzi was the first great educator to preach and 
practice self-government as a te2,ching method. During the 
last cmarter of the nineteenth century, he introduced the 
system to his institute at Burgdorf. That was the first ex­
ample of a systematized, sustained effort to give students 
3P. Monroe. A Cyclopedia of Educat:ton. Vol. 3, Ne,'7 
York: MacMillan Co., 1926. Pp.159 - 160. 
10. 
freedom for the purpose of their own development and correc­
tion. Much was accomplished in creating a spirit of harmony 
and good will, a lively desire to learn, and a willingness 
to obey. 
Following closely upon Pestalozzi, Fredrick Froebel, 
his pupil, was an advocate of the s elf-government theory of 
control ris ing from the conscious nes s of the child rather 
than from a force exerted by external power. To Froebel 
belongs the honor of establishing s elf-governnlent as a teach­
ing principle and the basis of a neVi school system, even 
though he died broken in spirit because of the Prussian 
government's edict that, "Schools founded on Froebel's prin­
ciples or' principles l:l.ke them could not be allowed. ,,4 
Froebel saw that the child was best prepared for so­
ciety by being early ass ociated with its equals; and that 
young children might in this way have their play so organized 
as to draw out their capacities of feeling , thinking , end 
even inventing. Froebel sought to teach the child how to 
think and not what to think. 
Monitorial Schools.--The monitorial system, a form 
of student participation, spread in the United Kingdom 
because of its cheapness. Bell was led in 1791 or 1792 to 
4A. O. Bowden and I. C. Clark. Tomorrow's Americ ans. 
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, The Knickerbocker Press, 
1930. P. 36. 
11. 
employ monitors because the masters of a school at Madras of 
which he was superintendent offered a complaint to his method 
of teaching the alphabet by writing on the sand. 
Lancaster excited public interest about 1801. He em­
ployed monitors because his school had grown too large for 
him to teach alone, and he could not afford to pay for help. 
Lancaster's system of monitors was almost the same as Bell's 
but he claims not to have known about Bell's sys tem until he 
was ready to publish his book. Then he made mention that 
he had read Bell's book. 
Vfuen a child was adni tted to school, a monitor assigned 
him to his class. Vfuen he was absent, one monitor ascertained 
the fact and another found out the reason. A monitor eXamined 
the student periodically and when he made progress a monitor 
promoted him. Monitors also had the duties of ruling the writ­
ing paper, mending the pens, making the pens, and taking charge 
of books and seats. There was in addition to this a general 
monitor whose duty it was to look after all the other moni­
tors. Bell eXpected his monitors to exercise initiative· and 
judgment; Lancaster eXpected his to do little more than watch 
and admire the "system", working almost automatically. 
The European countries such as Germany and Holland, 
which had good systems of education, did not accept the moni­
torial system. France was the only foreign country where 
the system was widely diffused. Rus s ia introduced it into 
12. 
the military schools sometimes after 1814. Norway and Sweden 
by 1831 were using the plan in 3,000 schools. 
The monitorial system was introduced to the United States 
about 1809 and spread rapidly. Here it was not limited to 
elementary schools but was used in the academies also. The 
Lancasterian plan lost its vogue by 1840, but the monitorial 
methods were widely used for more than a generation afterward. 5 
In this type of student participation, great authority 
was given to the student teachers, but this power waS dictated 
by the head masters and in no wise delegated to their fellow 
students. It was not student participation as we think of it 
today, because the student body was allowed no voice, and 
there was no idea of real initiative, executive, and legis­
lative responsibility. "This system, though it worked for 
some time in England, was adopted for .a monarchy and not for 
a 
6 
democracy." 
Early Schools in the United States 
The honor system was first instituted by Jeff erson in 
the old college .of William and Mary in Virginia, 1779; but 
early attempts of student government often failed because 
the professors tried to apply too faithfUlly the form of the 
Federal Government or some local county or city political 
system. 
5p• Monroe, ~ Cit" Vol. III. Pp. 296-299. 
6J • J. Vineyard and C. F. Poole, ' ~ Cit., P. 2. 
13. 
Bef'ore 1860, students were required to study history 
and civics as training f'or citizenship. There was f'aith 
that if' 'children read the facts, they would be trained to 
take t..'I1elr proper' places as citizens in a democracy. 'l"here 
is educational value in knowing the procedure of' the govern­
mental institutions, but it is evident that this type of 
civics experience alone is insuf'ficient. 
It was in 1873 that limited powers were given to the 
students at the University of' Maine, then knO\ID as the Maine 
State College. Members of' the Student Council ''1ere elected 
by dif'ferent classes, subject to the approval of' the faculty.. 
The purpose of' the council was to serve as an intermediary 
body between faculty and students. They also maintained 
order on the dif'ferent floors, neatness of halls, and the 
observance of' public regulations within and without public 
buildings. 
The George Junior Republic in Freeville, New York 
This organization is a good illustration of a system 
of self'-govermnent that was developed f'rom the smallest 
beginnings, a summer camp where the children learned both 
book work and shop work and governed themselves most suc­
cessfully. Will:tam George became interested in bad boys 
and girls in New York City. Each summer f'rom 1890 to 1894 
he took a group of' them with him to a f'arm ne ar Freeville, 
N. Y. for a vacation. At f'irst the time was spent in 
14. 
having fUn, and everything was free. William George finally 
decided that he was encouraging pauperism; so he made it 
possible for the boys and girls to earn their food, clothing, 
and toys. This met with much opposition. Out of these 
experiences grew his ideaa for the Junior Republic which 
he officially inaugurated in 1895. 
His helpers considered it wise for him to be the pres­
ident at the start and for other adults to be judge, post._ 
master, chief of police, and secretary. The bOys and girls 
as citizens were to hold the other offices and to make their 
own laws as the need arose. 
Most of the t i me the group was in hearty accord with 
Mr. George in developing the camp and its activities, and 
they did not think about penalitiesand misdemeanors but worked 
to make a croup of which to be proud. Finally they decided to 
stay and have a first-class preparatory school all the year 
round. 
With this as an example, other republics of the same 
nature were organized--Carter Republic at Redington, Fa.; 
The National Republic at Annapolis Junction, Md.; School City 
in the Norfolk Vacation School, New York City. As a result of 
their success, on February I, 1908, the National Association 
of Junior Republics was organized in New York City.7 
7 E• R. George. The George Junior Renublic. Freevill~, 
New York. 1911. 
15. 
The national Self-Government Committee 
A serious s t udy and comprehensive survey of the sub­
ject of student self-government as a method of teaching 
civics has been made by the National Self-Government Com­
mittee, Incorporated, 80 Broadway, NeYl York City. This or­
ganization has been active since 1904. Interested parents 
or teachers may get from them complete, reliable informat i on 
on the subject. As soci ated in the work of this committee are 
men and women who are promi nent in their respective professions. 
They h ave included at various times Dr. Jo~~ Dewey, Dr. John 
H. Finley, Mrs. Minnie Maddern Fiske, Dr. Glenn Frank, Pres­
ident John Grier Hibben, President Hamilton Holt, Lillian 
D. Wald, and others of equal prominence in their fields. 
The directors include Richard Welling, Lyman Beecher Stowe, 
William McAndrew, Cyrus C. Perry, Henry Pringle, and Chaun­
cey D. Stillman. Thes e aJ.' e all busy persons who are con­
vinced that the SUbject of self-govermnent needs to be studied 
and present ed to all those ValO are interested in the future 
v/elfare of the nation. 
This committee has. worked quietly and pers i s tently for 
many years. It has no endowment and makes no money . Its 
members advocate training the young for citizenship in a 
democracy by means of pupil cooperation. According to this 
group of educators the chief purpose of our public schools 
was l aid dmm by the Fathers in the f ollowing statements: 
16. 
Franklin: "for public service ll 
Washington: "an enlightened opinion of seli'-govern­
ment ll 
Adams: IIfor civic and moral duties" 
rftadison and Monroe: "i'or goverrunent" 
J efferson: "to know wha t is going on, and to make 
each his part go on right 118 
Therefore, the trail for student participation in school con­
control was blazed in the United States more than one hundred 
fifty ye ars ago; but Dr. William Mcandrew said that the school 
teachers have fallen into the old rut of European scholarship 
and standards, and the democracy planned by the Fathers has 
not been tried. 
~ 
The National Self-Goverrunent Committee expands its 
work in various parts of the country by means of public spiri­
ted men and women. With their assistance, it is said that the 
citizens of the United States, in the majority of cases, have 
concluded that student participation in school control is a 
worthy device for training the youth of a democracy. 
Swmnary.-- StUdent participation in school control is 
not a new theory or fad, but a successful teaching device 
based on psychological principles. It has been tried in various 
t ypes of schools in Europe and the United States. The George 
Junior Republic is described as a good example of the develop­
ment of student government from a small beginning. In the 
SR. Welling. "Responsibilities eIlf Teachers in Civic 
Alertness," Better Schools, Reprint. New York City. Oct. 1938. 
9R. Welling . "First Steps in Citizenship,1I New York 
Times, Reprint, Sun. Nov. 6, 1932. . 
17. 
monitorial schools, students were utilized to relieve mat­
ters of detall, but the present motive, as set forth by the 
National Self-Government Committee, is to fUrnish educational 
experience of value for the young people in the schools. A 
democracy must have an education for democracy, and it must 
have as its purpose to develop individuals of worth who may 
function without exploiting society. In our changing world 
of today, student participation stands out as vitally im­
portant in the elementary and junior high schools as well 
as in the senior high schools and colleges. 
CHAPTER III 

TYPES OF STUDENT PARTICIPATION 

IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF INDIANAPOLIS 

1. Civics Clubs 
Early in the organization of the Indi~napolis Public 
School System, plans were made to train students for living 
in a democratic country. This training was first given by 
means of lessons in civics from textbooks; however, Is.ter 
it took the form of organized pupil participation in school 
control. 
The course of' study published f'or the Indianapolis 
elementary schools - "Course of Study in American Citizen­
ship"-sets forth the following purposes for the seventh and 
eic;hth grades: 
7B.-- To help the pupil realize that his in­
terests are not confined to the city in which he 
lives; that the state also befriends him and makes 
living conditions better. 
7A.--To acquaint the pupil with the privileges 
he has beCause he is a ci.tizen of the United States; 
to Show him that with opportunities come duties. 
(IS) 
19. 
8B.-- To ests.blish correct ideals of good ci tizen­
ship and cultivate the habit of applying them by en­
gaging in activities suggested by the needs of the school 
conmnmity. 
8A.--The Content.- A stu.dy of organized activi­
ties of society which damand the intelligent partici­
pation and cooperation of the in~ividual in order to 
make those activities effectual. 
The actual student participation in the school and neighbor­
hood \vas cs.rried out in the following devices: 
a. Bulletin boards in the classrooms and he.lls dis­
played pictures of the beauty spots in tovm, and as a result 
of these exhibits, students were inspired to beautify their 
own conmnmity. 
b. Some individuals preferred notebooks and scrap­
books. These groups collected pictures and made guide books 
which could be used to acquaint visitors with the historical 
places of interest in the city. 
c. "Clean-Up Week" gave the children an opportunity 
to participate in a city-wide campaign. Prizes were given 
to the persons whose yards showed the greatest improvement. 
Prior to the introduction of the junior high school 
plan, each school in Indianapolis had organizations lmovm 
as Civics Clubs. Vfuile the clubs functioned in different 
manners in different buildings, their primary objective was 
to give the students an opportunity to participate in 
lCourse of Study in American Citizenship. Indianapolis 
Public Schools. Sept. 1922. Pp. 64 - 80. 
20. 
activities pertaining to school organization and student ac­
tivit i es. Sometimes a class chose to be a School City, 
School To\m, or School State. Then the officers were named 
in keeping with the type of organization. Often classes had 
names, such as, "Live Wires", "Boosters", "Civic League", 
"Improvement Club", "Junior Citizens", and "Citizens' Club". 
A teacher who had taught in an outlying district smiled with 
pride as she related the activities and achievements of her 
civics clubs. 
The officers were elected each term by ballot, and two . 
class periods in civics per week were conducted as club meet­
ings. The club paraphrased the Athenian Oath--Appendix A, 
page v.tl-and made it apply to the \'Iork that they were trying 
to do. Sometimes because the neighborhood had few improve­
ments, they were able to do some tangible work. After a 
lively discussion of street improvements, for example, they 
~~ote a letter to the Board of Works ~ as a result, cinder 
walks vlere made in the vicinity of the school. Another one 
of her clubs studied traffic hazards and that club was re­
s uonsible for having school zone signs placed near the 
building and for having parking zones painted in front of the 
building. Every spring the "Clean-Up" campaign was conducted 
by the civics clubs. Speakers were sent to each class room 
to arouse the interest of the entire student body; and later 
inspectors went to the homes in order to report the condi­
tion of the yards. 
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In another section of the city, the teacher said that 
the civics clubs took pride in their O\vn school grounds and 
beautified them by planting flowers, shrubs, and trees. They 
felt that it was the:l.r responsibility to melee the community 
more beautiful than it was when it was transmitted to them. 
A teacher who taught in a central district stated that 
the civics clubs were able to conduct assemblies; to im­
prove daily attendance;and to keep the school room neat and 
attractive by keeping blackboards clean, watering plants, 
dusting desks,and arranging library books. 
In these various instances, it may be seen, tllat 
civics clubS gave the students an opportunity not only to 
learn about government but also to get some practice that 
would result in the formation of desirable habits of citizen­
ship. Converting the' school into a small commun:l.ty helped 
them to understand the larger co=ity in which they lived 
and to realize what is expected of them as loyal young Amer­
ican citizens. Civics clubs were social guidance agencies 
because in those groups the individual learned to appraise 
leadership; and he also learned to understand the necessity 
of cooperation. 
2. S~~ool Boy Patrol 
The increased use of machinery, the universal use of 
the automobile, the speed possible and permissible on the 
splendid highways have made it Dmperative that the school 
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emphasize safety teaching as an integral part of its program. 
Every Indianapolis School has an organized group of students 
known as the Traffic Squad or Safety Patrol. These groups 
are also called the Safety Squad or the School Boy Patrol. 
Their purpose is lito serve for safety"~ This organization 
ranks first in popularity among the types of student partic­
ipation in the schools of Indianapolis, and . too much praise 
cannot be given this body for ~he unselfish service which they 
render to the entire student body. 
In their effort to make children conscious of the dan­
gers of traffic on modern highways and city streets, the schools 
have received much valuable aid from three sources. First, 
with the cooperation of the Hoosier Motor Club, members of the 
traffic squad are provided with white Sam. Browne belts for a 
small sum; second, the boys are provided badges by the Acci­
dent Prevention Bureau of the Indianapolis Police Department 
and are given limited police power. As a third source of aid, 
the children are encouraged by the parents to obey the traffic 
officers and to look upon them as unselfish helpers of their 
school. 
This organized body of safety workers began operation 
about 1914 when similar patrols were organized in Newark, N. 
J., and their services have been continuous since that time. 
In 1915, "Safety Scouts" were organized in Tacoma, Wash.; 
"School Police" were organized in St. Paul, Minn., in 1920. 
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The Chicago Motor Club sponsored patrols in 1921. The 
exact date of tl1e beginning of safety patrols in Indiana­
polis Schools is not definitely known, but it is thought to 
be about 1923 . There are nearly 300,000 school safety pa­
trol members in the United States and about 2,300 in . the 
city of Indianapolis at the present time. 2 The f\Ulctions, 
selection of members, officers, and other instructions are 
given in the pamphlet published by the National Safety 
Council, Inc., Appendix C., page IX · 
The work of the school safety patrol is to serve for 
safety bl helping children and others to prevent accidents. 
Their chief duty is the safe-guarding of children to and 
from school, but the boys may serve in other places and on 
days that school is not in session. Patrol members are 
responsible directly to the school for the proper conduct 
of their work. These Yl0rkers participate in school con­
trol by helping the teachers to develop within the child­
ren a feeling of r esponsibility for correct safety habits 
everywhere. 
Members of the Indianapolis Squads are usually appointed 
by the faculty, and if a boy wants to volunteer, he must be 
recommended by some faculty member before he can be considered. 
2Sts.ndard Rules for the Operation of School Boy Patrols, 
National Safety Council, Inc., Gen'eral Offices, 20 N. Wacker 
Drive, Chicago. Ill., 1937. 
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Ai'ter the v;orkers are c..':l.Osen, they elect their ovm officers, 
and all take a pledge to conduct themselves in such way as 
to show their fellow students that they are interested in 
avoiding accidents and in helping others to make Indianapolis 
a safe place in which to live. It has been learned by obser­
vation and experience that when the boys are installed with 
ceremonies during an assembly period, they realize their 
duties more seriously and their job becomes more of a dig­
nified honor. (Oath of Office, Appendix B, pageviiil 
Because of the courteous manner by which the patrol 
members handle groups, they are often used as guards inside 
the building during fire drills and as guides and ushers at 
special events and meetings. In addition, they may make 
safety talks and announcements in rooms, plan safety dis­
plays, and give safety plays. The following are some achieve­
ments that have been accomplished by the Indianapolis School 
Boy Patrols: 
a. Improved traffic 
b. Regulated lunch room 
c. Improved attendance 
d. Conducted "Clean_Up" ca1lIpaign 
e. Improved grounds 
f. Exercised disciplinary power 
H. J. Otto and S. A. Hrur.rin in their book "Co-Curricu­
lar Activities in the Elementary SChools" make the following 
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report concerning means of obtaining effective results in a 
sai'ety program: 
The authors are inclined to favor an instruction­
al program supplemented by participation activities 
which will give pupils an opportunity to live and 
practice what they have learned and an opportunity 
to assume responsibility for safe-guarding the 
lives of others. In so far as s afety is both an 
attitude of the mind and a habit, children must 
practice it in order to learn it.3 
The Nati onal Safety Council and other sai'ety advocates 
generally hold that there are three "E's" in the safety 
movement--Engineering , Enforcement, and Education. Engi­
neering includes the application of scientiflc principles 
in order t o insure the safest conditions in railroads, In 
buildings, in traffic control devices, and elsewhere. En­
forcement means compelling the individual to observe the laws 
and regulations that have been adopted. Education includes 
the spreading of sai'ety information, and the establislung 
of safety ideals, attitudes, and habits. 4 The schools re­
cognize the part that they mus t play in the safety movement, 
and they feel that much is being accompli shed by means of 
the school boy patrol. 
Table I(page 5;i? points out that the school boy patrol 
is the most popular type of student participation in the 
-
3H. J. Otto and S. A. Hamrin, Co-Curricular Activities 
in the Elements£}- Schools, New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., 
1937., p; 341­
4G. VI. Diemer and B.V. Mullen. Pupil Citizenship. 
Yonkers':'on-the-Hudson, New York: World Book Co., 1930. Pp. 
212-213. 
Indianapolis Schools. This group functions in all forty-six 
of the schools that are included in this study. Thirty-seven 
of the patrols were organized before 1931, and nine were 
organized since that time. Table II (page 54) calls atten­
tion to the fact that no squads have been dissolved. This 
is evidence that the safety patrols were not affected by the 
reorganization of the seventh and eighth grade progr~. Again 
the pupils have opportunities for social guidance in this 
activity. The squads are examples of group activity; they 
grow into this adjustment through obedience to the regula­
tions and participation in the management of the organiza­
tion of which they are a part. 
3. Building Monitors 
Another student participation activity which is success­
fully used in the Indir.napolis Junior High Schools is the 
group variously designated as Building Monitors, Big Sisters, 
Room Monitors, Girl Guards, and Civic Guards. They are simi­
lar to the school boy patrol, except that their responsibili­
ties are inside the building. The follo\"ling are the duties 
of monitors in the Indianapoli~ Junior High Schools I 
a. Taking charge of lower grade rooms 
b. Answering the telephone 
c. Ringing the bells 
d. Taking charge of lunch rooms 
e. Arranging bulletin boards 
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f. SupervisIng the passing of lines 
g. Checking books in the library 
h. Checking room attendance 
i. Directing visitors in the building 
j. Assisting the nurse and doctor 
The nwnber of monitors depends upon the size of the 
building and upon the duties performed. At the begimling of 
each semester, the sponsor of the squad asks the faculty to 
recommend girls for monitors; and she instructs the faculty 
to be guided in theIr choice by the girl's character, person­
ality, ability, fitness for office, and previous service. 
This appeal for assistance in the selection of students who 
are to participate in school government, has the added merit 
of increasing the teachers' interest in the success of the 
girls they recommend. 
At their first regular meeting, the monitors elect offi­
cers: captain, lieutenant, clerk and assistant. With the as­
sistance of the sponsor, the captain assigns the girls to 
their positions in the halls, on the stairvrays, in the base­
ment, and in certain rooms where they are needed. Halls that 
can be managed by student leaders are opportunities for guid­
ance, . laboratories of democracy, and training camps for the 
girls. It brings out the best personal qualities that are 
in the girl and affords an opportunity for development in 
initiative, leadership, management of numbers, responSibility, 
self-control, and cooperation. 
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The sponsor should be a guidance specialist who will 
endeavor to train the girls in leadership, efficiency, and 
in the special duties of the offices. At regular weekly 
meetings, problems are discussed and certain directions are 
emphasized. The following are subjects of discussions that 
have been used in monitors' meetings in the Indianapolis 
Junior High Schools: 
a. How to Take Charge of· a Classroom 
b. The Responsibilities of a Monitor 
c. Characteristics of a Good Monitor 
d. Stories that Appeal to Primary Children 
e. Manners 
f. Personality 
Mrs. L. K. Wyman in her book, "Character and Citizenship 
through Student Government", makes the following statement 
concerning a criticism that girls do not work well together: 
The charge that girls are generally jealous and 
"catty" in their criticisms of fellow workers is, in 
our eXperience, untrue. For the most part, girls who 
are in the positions of leadership are fair minded and 
in~artial in their judgments. Of course in this, as 
in everything else, they are not psychological experts. 
But often come nearer to a fair estimate of a school­
mate's character ang ability than does many a one 
among their elders. 
In spite of the fact that some principals in Indianapo­
lis are not in favor of monitors, others point out the fact 
5L.K. W)<nan. Chapacter and Citizenship through Student 
Government.. Philadelphia, Pa: International- Press, The J. c.. 
Winston Co., 1935. Pp. 61-62. 
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that such responsibilities are worth while training in a 
democratic land, because monitorial duties unite student 
participation and guidance in normal situations. Building 
monitors h ave been serving the Indianapolis Schools even 
before the reorganization in 1931, and the junior high 
school type of organization has not affected them. Tables I 
and II on pages 53 and 54 indice.te that forty-six buildings 
have reported that they have had girl monitors, and in only 
two instances has the group been dissolved. Monitors rank 
second in popularity in the junior high schools here. The 
following quotations present tile reasons g iven by the 
Indianapolis Junior High 'School principals for discontinu­
ing their monitors: 
a. "Preferred to put the responsibility on each 
individual ... 
b. "Do not believe in children watching each other." 
c. "We have co=ittees for special services." 
d. "I believe the monitor system is wrong because it 
places too IllUch power in the hands of a few aJ.'ld makes the 
children who are monitors unpopular." 
e. "Takes too nmch time from classes." 
f. "Monitors become official tattlers." 

g~ "The orgaJ.'lization is not democratic. 11 

h. "Pupils become fault-finders." 
i. "Makes students egotistic." 
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4. School newspapers 
In the molding of public opinion, the daily newspaper 
is considered the most powerful institution in America. It 
represents the avenue through which news of local, national, 
and international interest is taken to the people; it dis­
seminates knowledge from every fi.eld of human interest; it 
arouses interest in moral, religious, and civic prob+ems; 
in short, so vitally important has the newspaper become, that 
almost every thought and activity is either prompted or 
colored by it. In like manner, the school newspaper controls 
school opinion and acts as a unifying agency which encourages 
student participation in school control. ~I.here there are a 
number of home rooms, several clubs, a traffic squad, moni­
tors, and councils, the newspaper is a source of reliable 
infonnation and influence. 
"The Effort", the first school publication, was pub­
lished in Hartford, Mass. in 1851. In that srune year a Bos­
ton school started a publication and by 1862 they had two such 
organizations. Before 1865, Worchester High School had a news­
paper. Publications were some of the first extra curricular 
activities. Some types of school pUblications are: 
Newspapers --------------------to ·publish news 
Year BookS ------------------torecord history 
Hand Books --------------to supply information 
Magazines -------------- to present literature 
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Probably the most important of the four types is the school 
newspaper. From the recent study of the Indianapolis Junior 
High School newspapers, it was noted in TablesI and II on 
pages 53 and 54 that out of forty-six schools thirty-fol.U' have 
published papers. Twenty were published before 1931 and four­
teen have been published since the junior high school plan was 
organized. Some of the papers are mimeographed sheets, but 
most of them are printed in regular mina.ture newspaper form 
with a pupil editorial staff which is either elected or ap­
pointed. Only three newspapers have been dis s 01ved within 
the last few years for the reasons stated below: 
a. "Not worth the effort" 
b. "Too expensive" 
c. "Curtailment of time" 
d. "Did not work well" 
'rh:e.s·e are the names of the Indianapolis Junior High School 
Newspapers that are ·1ncluded in this report: 
"Key to 51" "Spirit of "S" 
"Forty-Two Herald" "Irving Messenger" 
"Lowell Broadcaster" "The Spruce Leaf" 
"Julian Journal" "Seventy Times II 
"The Bugle" "Edison Light" 
"Sixteen Herald" "Sloan Messenger" 
"The 87 Schoologram" liThe Penny Sheet" 
"The Fresh Air Chat" "Wallace Foster News ll 
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liThe 37 Booster" IIBroadcaster li 
IIFlorence Fay Plash" 
Mary Sheehan made the followine; statement concerning 
the value of the junior high school newspaper as an agent 
of student government and guidance: 
Today the school paper has three great values. 
First, it helps to develop and f.ustain the spirit of 
the school. Students are made conscious of the great 
ideals of the school. They are informed of the many 
activities. It helps to make the school live in the 
minds of the pupils and is the best means of preserv­
ing the Rchool history and tradition. Second, it 
forges a link in the chain between the school and 
home. As the interpreter of the school's ideals, it 
goes into the homes of the community. Information 
concerning scholarship standards and various activi­
ties is disseminated. This results in better home 
understanding and cooperation. Finally, the school uap&, 
provides an unequalled opportunity for training " ­
and practice in Y~iting. The English work may thus 
be motiv!l.ted. The natural desire to see one's work 
in printed form is satisfied. Effort receives dis­
tinctive reward. To t h e staff itself the experience 
in editing, reportigg and managing the school paper 
is highly valuable. . 
An eXperiment conducted in Junior High School Number 
Thirty-seven proved to a group of teachers that student 
participation in the control of a school newspaper i .s ab­
solutely necessary in order to accomplish worth while achieve­
ments. The foll owing paragraphs g ive a brief account of the 
experiment and its results. 
At the beginniIl8 of the school year the faculty members 
6B. A. Sheehan. Extra-Curricular Activities in a Junt:or 
Hif~ School. Boston: The Gorham Press 1927. Pp. 156-157. 
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decided to reorgm1ize the school newspaper as the previous 
year's results had not been satisfactory. The publication 
was not really a newspaper; it contained little news, but 
mostly included composition stories; there was no editorial 
staff listed because that work had been done by teachers on 
the committee; consequently there was a lnck of interest 
among the students. The first step in the reorganization 
was to put the control of the paper into the hands of the 
students. A preliminary try out test waS given in grades 
7A and 8B. The twenty-five pupils receiving the highest 
grades in the test were nominees for election. Voting for 
the editorial staff was done by ballot in the junior high 
home room~;then each of the rooms in the building, compris­
ing grades one to eight, elected a room reporter. 
On a specified date, all news was sent to the press 
room. There it was classified and given to the editors. 
Each editor reported to a sponsor and with her assistance 
the articles were corrected, copied,and returned to the 
press room where they were typewritten. The editor-in-chief 
with his sponsor made the "d1.UllllIY" and arranged the copies in 
sections. The completed "dummyn and copies were sent to the 
principal for approval; then to the print shop to be printed. 
Since the reorganization, interest of the students in 
the paper is keen; the paper contains news that is really 
news; and the circulation has doubled itself. The faculty 
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newspaper committee attributes these improvements to the fact 
that the students are controlling the paper. The newspaper 
furnishes a stimulus for growth in citizenship ideals--loyalty, 
group cooperation, and respect for the rights of others; there­
fore the newspaper is considered an agency for guidance. as 
well as a type of student participation.(Appendix H, Page ZlYi 
5. Student Council 
In the development of organized society, the first 
feeling of social responsibility was toward the family. 
Gradually this responsibility expanded to include the tribe 
and eventually the nation itself. The tendency today is to­
ward international cooperation as a social responsibility. 
It is agreed that the natural transition of the child's com­
munity horizon is from the class to the school. Norms.l 
first-grade children begin to have some school pride and loy­
alty by the end of a year; but an intelligent understanding 
of his relation to the school may not be expected until the 
child is in the second or third grade. For students in the 
junior high school, this feeling of citizenship in the larger 
school group should find expression in a very definite scheme 
7
of pupil participation in school control. This organized 
plan may 'take any name as long as it follows the basic 
7G.W. Diemer and B. V. Mullen, .9J2.• .£it., P. 61. 
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principle of government of the student, by the student, and 
for the student. ~~atever the name, the function of such 
a group should be to promote good citizenship in all of its 
phases and to act as a unifying agency for all other pupil 
activities. 
A summary of the study of student councils in the junior high 
schools .of Indi8napolis shows that: 
a. 22 scl:tools have had student councils 
b. 5 councils were organized before 1931 
c. 17 councils were organized since 1931 
d. 10 councils are functioning now 
e. 3 schools have 10 members in the council 
f. 2 schools have 18 members in the council 
g. 1 school has 20 members in the council 
h. 1 school has 22 members in the council 
i. 1 school has 23 members in the council 
j. 1 school has entire junior high in the council 
k. 7 schools choose members by election 
1. 3 schools choose members by appointment 
In schools where elections are held, it is a general 
practice for the candidates to r.1Gke campaign speeches before 
the student body. On election day the students vote by 
ballot. Home room officers count the ballots and send the 
report to an election committee which later makes a final 
report. At a special assembly, the newJy elected president, 
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vice president, secretary, and assistant secretary are in­
stalled in a dignified manner by the principal of the school. 
The student president then responds with a speeCh which out­
lines his plan of goverrunent for the term. 
Councils plan to meet once a week to transact business. 
Ad.visers differ according to the type of business that should 
come before councils. In the l ocal school system, there are 
three councils that do not exercise disciplinary power and 
twenty-seven which do. It is the general practice for coun­
cils to participate in school control by conducting ass em­
blies, conducting campaigns, and beautifying grounds. The 
s tudent council at School ~ber Forty-two formulated the 
following policies and rewards for the direction of school 
activities. rhey felt that it was best to use the word pol­
icy rather than code or rule or l aw since the former seems 
to imply a desire to conform rather than ·a demand to conform•. 
Policy No.1. 
Let us protect our school property. This in­
cludes refraining from throwing rocks or stones, 
stayi~g off the grass, not marking walls, guarding 
the fence, and picking up trash from the yard. 
Reward: We will enjoy a more beautiful building 
and yard. 
Policy No.2. 
We shall strictly observe the yard bells. 
1~e first bell requires everyone to stop playing. 
The second pell signifies that Children on the 
first floor should pass into the building. The 
third bell signifies that the second floor children 
may enter. 
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Reward: There will be less congestion and more 
quiet in entering the building . 8 
This plan, the adviser reports, did bring more sympatiletic 
r eaction from the students because they felt that they were 
benefited by something in which they had participated. 
According to the data colleoted in this study, more 
student councils have been dissolved than any other type of 
student government . The follDl'ling objections were given by 
principals and advisers in anewer to the question of why 
certain organizations had been dis solved. Answers to these 
objections were copied from "Tomorrow's Americans."9 The 
objections and answers are as follows: 
Ob~ction l.--The student council took too much 
time. 
Answer.--It takes five minutes school time for 
voting at the beginning of the term. The time given 
to it by the teacher in charge or the principallabout 
two hours a "reek after school) is a voluntary of.fer­
ing such as is given to athletics, clubs, school 
orchestras, and other activities. 
Perhaps the reason that so many school men thinl~ 
that the student government takes too much time is 
that they are trying to teach too many other subjects , 
some of which have far less value than that of develop­
ing good citizens. . 
Objection 2.--Most student councils are stilted 
and artificial. 
'8M. "\llen. An EXperiment in Personal Guidance in 
the Junipr Hi!iW SChool. ll'npubHshed Master's Thesis. CoIl. 
of Ed., Butler Univ. , Indianapolis, Ind., 1938. 
9A. O. Bowden and I. C. Clark, ~. Cit. Ch. XII. 
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Answer.--Judicious supervision exercised a long 
the lines of friendly control has quite the contrary 
effect. Pupils, teachers, and principal become co­
workers and there 1s a mutual exchange of suggestions 
that is helpful to s.ll. Initiative 1s fostered in the 
pupils and they experience the miracle of cooperative
action. 
Objection 3.--Councils cause much jealousy 
among the children. 
Ansvler.--Every student may report any misde­
meanor that comes to h1s notice. Such report is made 
out in writing, signed· a!'l.d deposited through a slit 
in a conveniently placed box. Practically every of­
fence is reported. This gives every student in school 
a part to play in the government of the school. A 
culprit muy gain sympathy and a following by a plea 
against a teacher or an officer, but he is kicking 
against a stone wall when he attempts to go against 
public opinion. 
Objection 4.--We no longer feel the need of 
council. It served its purpose while in operation. 
Answer.--And when the children leave the school, 
they will continue to be orderly, polite, and consider­
ate. Each vlill go his way and work out his O'.'ffi salva­
tion, thinking that the government of his city and state 
and n ation is to be left to politicians. And when he 
awakens to the fact that the politicians are in the 
governing business for vlhat they can get out of it, 
and he undebtakes to better conditions by enlisting 
the interest of his neighbors and friends he will 
find them preoccupied and apathetic. Pupil coopera­
tion aims to make apathetic citizenship militant, and 
in order to function there mus t be sooe s1stem--all 
the better if pupils evolve it themselves\always 
with the cooperation of their teachers). 
Objection 5.--Student council activities are 
perfunctory. 
Answer.--This objection supposes that the entire 
government of the school is in the hands of the pupila. 
Rather is pupil government ~~ auxiliary of the regular­
l y const ituted school regime and makes the handling 
of untoward events a simpler procedure than usual. 
It seems that improper organiZation and a lack of skilful 
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guidance has caused most of the objections which have been 
quoted. There is no one and only type of organization; but 
there are general principles upon which successful councils 
must be built. These principles are as foll01'7s: 
a. 	The council must be demanded by the school. 
b. 	The council must represent the school as a whole. 
c. 	The average student must feel that he is represented. 
d. 	The faculty should be represented in the cOUIlcil. 
e. 	The council should not be too large. 
f. 	The organization should hav e defined powers and 
duties. 
g. 	The cOUIlcil must not be considered a mere dis­
ciplinary bOdy by the teachers or students. 
One author has said that initiating a student council 
is an art in education. It requires not only a complete 
understanding of educational philosophy but also a thorough 
knowledg~ of psychology. The organization cannot be forced 
upon the school but must be built upon the need that is 
9.ctually felt by the majority. Bowden and Clark suggest 
these meth ods in starting a new council: 10 
a. Classroom discussions of: "Liberty Versus License", 
tiThe Necessity of Government", "The Importance of the Indivi­
dual in a Democracyil, "The Power of Public Opinion". 
10Ibid., p. 121. 
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b. Brief talks by the principal and pupils at morning 
assembly; and the discussion of curr.ent events. 
c. Oral and written compositions to m7aken an interest 
in school government: "Should Pupils Be Allowed to Control 
Their Own Activities'I" "iVhat I 'fhink a Good Citizen Should 
Do~ "V/hat Team Work Means in a Baseball Game." 
d. Debates--Resolved:- "That the United States Sena­
tors Should Be Elected Directly by the People. iI 
e. Correspond with schools that have an organization. 
The following statements are the personal opinions of 
Indianapolis Junior High School principals concerning student 
councils. The quotations as written on the questio=aires 
are as follows: 
a. "A student council is in the progress of organiza­
tion. This preliminary organization is helping. The assem­
bly set up has been reinstated". 
b . "I have not been satisfied with the achievements, 
but I do not blame the principle of student participation~' 
c. "The success of the council depends upon the leader­
ship and interest of the faculty". 
d. "We are pleased with the results which our newly 
organized council is accomplishing". 
e. "Student councils develop initiative and self-con­
trol". The next paragraph represents the keynote of the 
student council organization . The author says: 
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How to start, then, depends largely on the 
principal, and the personnel of the faculty, 
the enthusiam' of the students, and the amount of Vlork 
and sacrifice everyone--faculty members and students 
alike--iswilling to put into it. A study of the un­
derlying principles and philosophy of the subject is 
essential. One must know what has been done elsewher~, 
and how to apply those results to local conditions. 
It is best to begin gradually, and then work up to 
an organization that is significant and worthwhile. 
It ~ be done. It has ~n done.II 
The student councils in the Indianapolis Junior H.igh 
Schools should be studied carefully in order to ascertain 
why they ar e unpopular. There is always danger of 8 , coun­
cil trying to do too much; therefore it is better to keep 
the jobs definite, and such as can be easily seen and ap­
preciated by the student body. Several types of student 
participation may be carried on in the same building; hence 
they need a unifying agency in that building in the form 
of a council. 
6. Safety Council 
The safety council is a type of student participa­
tion which is similar to the student council in its internal 
organization. The special names given to these councils in 
some Indianapolis Schools are: Safety Scouts, Safety Club, 
and Safety League. The authors of "Pupil Citizenship" praise 
this type of organization in the following account: 
llL. K. Wyman, .Qll •..QjJ;,., p. 7. 
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Merely giving instruction in saf'ety would have 
little value arid would be largely lacking in interest 
to the children without offerine; them the opportunity 
for more active participation in the practice of safe ­
ty habits and practices. To bring about the desired 
activity, a junior safety organization with a mUlle, 
with officers, and with definite objectives of service 
is most effective.12 
Saf'et~ councils in Indianapolis are a product of the reorgan­
ization because more councils have been organized since 1931 
than were organized before 1931. (Table I, page 53 ). 
The requirements for membership in the council vary in 
the Indianapolis Junior High ~chools as follows: officers 
of the traffic s quad; the traf'fic squad as a whole; repre­
sentatives elected or appointed fr.omthe home rooms; and a 
class in civics. The officers of the saf'ety council at 
School Number Thirty-Seven were elected by the body ea ch temm 
and were named judge, chairman, .. and clerk. Regular school 
time was given for the meetings once each week. Business 
was transacted according to parliamentary rules with the 
judge presiding. 
This safety council acted as court. Early on the day 
of the meeting the clerk notified the pupils who had been 
char~ed with safety disobedience by any member of the safety 
council. At the .hearine;, the decision of the judge was 
baS,ed upon the evidence that was given and the penalities 
Vle:ee fixed. Types of cases tried were disobedience to 
12G. W. Diemer and B. V. Mullen, .2l:1..!. cit., p. 230. 
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patrols, jay walking, hitch-hiking, throwing stones, not 
catching the bus at tlle proper corner, not facing traffic 
when walking in 'che street, and walking more than two 
abreast. The penalties were constructive and if possible 
they were related to the offense. One offender learned 
the safety rules (Appendix D, page X::)) and reci 'ced 'chem be­
fore the council; another visited the scene of the hazard 
and acted in accordance with the sa.fety regulation. Some 
minor cases were not p1.mished but were reported to -the home 
room teacher. Extreme cases were referred to the principal 
and the parent. 
Some meeting" of this group were set aside to work on 
safety scrap books. Each member brought clippings, pict1.lres. 
poems, stories, slogans, original drawings, and diagrams that 
were discussed, pasted in his book, or exchanged with a 
·class-mate. The home rooms kept in touch with the council 
and cooperated with its activities through their representa­
tives. 
Although the safety council is considered a valuable 
contribution to the happiness and well-being of the homes 
and cor~nities, and an efficient plan for training students 
in citizenship, it has its faults. Four Indianapolis prin­
cipals reported these reasons for dissolving the safety 
cou.'1cils in their buildings: 
a. "It was faculty dominated. II 
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b. "The faculty was out of harmony with the council." 
c. "The students lacked judgment." 
d. "The students had too many powers for their age." 
e. "We could find no suitable time for meetings." 
These are common criticislllS of student government organiza­
tions, but they can be overcome by a careful, intelligent 
study of the plan introduced. Authorities say that democ­
racy cannot be imposed; it must be demanded and accepted by 
those who are citizens in it. The more intelligent the 
demand is, the more substantial will be the resultant or­
ganization. Without the support of a large majority of com­
petent teachers and students, the plan is doomed before it 
is introduced. Authorities further say that student leaders 
need the guidance of a sponsor. Mr. Briggs makes this asser­
tion concerning the criticisms that students lack judgment 
and are given too many powers: 
Complete self-government, as everyone knows, 
is really non-existent in any secondary school. Pupils 
of this age are not competent, nor should one expect 
them to be, entirely capable to control either them­
selves or others. But this does not mean that partial 
and a gradually increasing amount of self-government 
is not desirable; indeed, it i 3 difficu.lt to see hoVl 
anyone can effectively be taught an intelligent leader­
nhip of others or oontrol of himself vlithou.t directed 
practice. 
A child ce,n be taught a judicial attitude the 
same as he can be taught other things. We know this 
by large experience. But as to saying that pupils 
are not capable of having complete self-government--­
we can just as truthfully say that su.ch a state is not 
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to be found in an-y adult society. l,len anct women are 
not sudden11 ~uC}ici8.1- ul10n 8.1'riving at rr.atu:rit-y unless 
the-y hr:ve occ2csion to "'oe ~uc1ici8l on s"pecific cases 
anG. sitL,ationg. "Belief in stuo.ent government b:J those 
who "permit it in their schools is, of §ou1'se, necessB.r;J'. 
Nor can it be han('-e(I. down from above.I " 
7. Juntor High Clubs 
The clu.b is pro'08,b11 the most COl1lIl1on form of 
orgen~,zed grou.p act~,vity in Amerlcan l~,fe toda-y. lilen 
h8ve their athletic clubs, their service clubs, and 
their bnsines s or fraternal orgsnizB,tions. Women 
have these types and others too, such as literary 
clubs, sewing circles, and bridge clubs. So wide­
spread haG membership in such organizations become 
that visitors from other countries sometimes refer 
to our people as a nation of "jolner8". 
The tendency to organize is not, however, pe­
culil3J'ilr, Americ~m; nor :Ls It limited to adults. 
The Itgeng I impulse appears early in chilclhood. The 
youngsters as well as grown-ups find satisfaction 
in banding together for the pursuit of a co:mmon 
objective. The objective sought may be soci2.11y 
valuable, trivial, or vicious. Whether any organi­
zation is an ass et or a liabill ty depends upon its ac­
tivities. 
Since children, like adults, will get together 
for purposes that interest them, it behooves the 
school to utilize this tendency in guiding pupil 
interests. Until recently many educators thoug.l-J.t 
that a well developed program of club activi ties 
was practicable only in the high school. Now en 
increasing number of principals end teB.chers 
believe that clubs should have en import8nt place 
in the elementary school also. 14 ­
A special period in the daily program of the IncUanap­
olis Junior High School has been set aside for such activi­
13'1'. H. Briggs. !h.Q...Jp.nior High School. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1920., p. 249. 
14National Education .~sociation, Fourteenth Year 
Book of the Dept. of El. Sch. Prin., Wash. D.C., 1935. P.391. 
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ties as home room, clubs, mass music, end assemblies. The 
organization of clubs is encouraged for the purpose of satis­
fying the social, gregarious, and altruistic traits of adoles­
cence. Educators feel that the proper provisions for the 
right type of club life will tend to supplant the cliques 
and gangs which often exist, I'.nd will contribute positively 
to the all around development of the individual. Two types 
of clubs have been fostered: (a)service clubs which culti­
vate a spirit of altruism and (b)those which are the out­
growth of cle.5s activities and which offer opportunities for 
eXploring , developing , and widening the interests of the 
pupil. Each club that is organized in the Indianapolis 
Junior High School is well supervised by an interested spon­
sor; and no club is organized unless there is a genuine 
interest on the part of the students. 
Clubs are open to any member of the junior high school 
and last only as long as the interest of the group guarantees 
its existence. The club, because it is a purely voluntary 
ass ociation of congeni ally minded individuals who like the 
same thing, is a distinct agency thro'ugh which guidance is 
advanced. In the seventh and eight h grades, clubs meet one 
day each week during the activities period. In the senior 
high school the clubs are held weekly or bi-weekly at certain 
periods during the day or after school hours. The belief 
that every stUdent should belong to' a club, whether he 
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wants to or not, is open to debate. Provisions can be made 
for these who do not join any club. It has been suggested 
that they form a "Do anything You Please Club" and carry 
out their title during the club period--read, draw, talk, 
listen to the radio, or sit and loaf. This may not be the 
best method, but it is considered more logical than enforced 
member ship.15 
The following is a report made from the survey of 
Indi e.napolis Junior High School Clubs: 
a. 46 schools are included in the study 
b. 42 of those schools h ave clubs 
c. 24 schools did not give the names of their clubs 
d. 1 school dissolved its clubs 
e. 7 schools had clubs before 1931 
f. 36 schools organize clubs since 1931 
g. 42 clubs have volunteer member~hip(groups) 
The club program was immgurated with the Indian8.polis Junior 
High School type of organization and ranks third in popularity, 
(Table I, page 53). 
Eighty-five different clubs were n~~ed in nineteen 
schools . The number following t Ile name of the club indicates 
the number of clubs in the city tilat have the same name. The 
names and numbers are as follows: 
15H.C. McKovm, .QQ. ill., p . 115. 
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Press Club------- 6 Home Makers---2 Mar1onette----l 
Aeroplane Club 5 Math Club --- 2 Speech Choir--l 
Dramat ic Club 5 Recreation -- 2 Writing ----- 1 
Hobby Club ------ 4 Tumbling ---- 2 Camera 1 
Music Club ------ 4 Sketching --- 2 Arts & Crafts 1 
Glee Club ------:3 Art Club ---- 2 Great Men --- 1 
Puppet Club -----:3 Variety ----- 1 Library Club- 1 
Current Events---:3 Fublic Sp. ---1 Orchestra --- 1 
Stamp Club ------ 2 Handiwork ----1 Short Story --1 
Spanish Club ---- 2 Scrapbook ----1 Program Club -1 
Game Club ------- 2 Needlecraft --1 Chef Club --- 1 
Sports Club ----- 1 Safety Club --1 Information - 1 
Chess-Checkers-- 1 Science-Trave],-l Craft ClUb -- 1 
Negro History -- 1 RadiO Guild --1 Traffic Club -1 . 
English Club ---- ' 1 Poetry Club - 1 Service Club -1 
, 
Sewing Club ----- 1 Stage Craft --1 Tie Dyeing-- 1 
Shop Club ------ 1 Batchelor Buttons-l Can."'ling Club 1 
These clubs are operated on a democratic basis. The 
membership is voluntary; officers are elected and they 
officiate at all meetings, with the sponsor always in 
the back ground ready to give help. When students are 
skilfully guided in such an organization that is based 
on interests, it gives pleasure and offers unusual op­
portnnities for student participation in school control 
in addition to the recreation. It develops tr~its 
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of character which are necessary for good citizenship-­
initiative, leadership, followership, self-control, and 
a sense of responsibil:l.ty. Each member can ride his hobby 
as hard as he wishes and develop worth while leisure inter­
ests which may lead from a mere nvocational interest to a 
vocational interest. 
,{nile any club may contribute guidance, some may af­
ford experience:J which contribute more directly to some 
particular phase of the program than others. Most clubs 
at some time during the year present an assembly program; 
transact business according to parli8D1entary procedure; 
elect representatives for the student or safety councils; 
care for the school garden; display posters; publish 
periodicals; conduct campaigns; or supervise some other 
school activity. All the things mentioned are direct con­
tributions to student participation in school control and 
guidance. Subject clubs afford pupils eXperiences which 
assist them in curriculum choices and provide educational 
guidance; hobby clubs offer pos sibilities in career gD.ld­
ance; service clubs contribute directly to personal and 
socinl guidance. Hence it i8 agreed that clubs should 
should have An important place in the Indianapolis Junior 
High Schools. 
8. Home Room 
The home room organization is considered the most 
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recent, striking, and promising development in education. 
Mr. H. C. McKovnl, in the following definition of the home 
room, emphasizes its importance in a program of guidance and 
student participation. He writes as follows: 
The elementary school home room is a setting 
in which a group of pupils meet regularly with a 
teacher. In this room school routine is provided 
for; announcements are made; the pupils' books and 
belongings are kept; and discipline is usually ad­
mi nistered. Educationally, the teacher and pupils 
meet as a family. All phases of guidance are handled-­
physical, educational, vocational, social, s piritual; 
teacher, pupil, and parents contact each o~~er. The 
home room is a setting in which the ideals of know­
ledge, attitudes of wholesome all round citizenship 
are established and made to function through actual 
practice in natural situati9ns. It is a smaller, 
within alarger democr acy. 0 
In the suggested program for the activities period 
in the Indianapolis Junior High School, January 1933, the 
committee recommended that two periods each week should 
be given to the home room. This is the exact statement 
of the committee: 
The home room is an important part of the junior 
high school progrsm since it establishes a close 
personal relationship between the pupil and the 
teacher ~ thereby becomes a medium of effective 
guidance. 
The general objectives for the home room period were stated 
as follows: 
16H. C. McKown, Ibid., p. 49 
17A Suested Pro ram for the Activities Period in the 
Junior High School Div1sio_Il._ Bulletin Grades 7 and 8, 
Indianapolis Public Schools, Jan. 1933... p. 1. 
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To develop a high morale in the school. 
To create loyalty and solidarity through
the development of mutual interests and con~on 
"Durnoses. 
- . To provide a laborator;r for social learning 
whereby each pupil may have ..the opportunity to be­
come an effective and agreeable group participant. 
To cultivate a desire to participate in vlhole­
some avocational activities. 
To provide a program of guidance which will re­
veal to the pupil the extensive field of opportunity 
for service and necessity for self preparation in 
the field for which he is best fitted according to 
his ovm abilities, aptitudes, and interests .18 
Hence, the home rooms in the Indianapolis Junior High 
Schools ar e meant to be laboratories for training students 
in student participation in school control. According to 
the data summarized from the questionnaires, students are 
as s i gned to the home rooms alphabetically irrespective of 
grades, alphabetically within the grades, or according to 
mental ability. Each plan has its advantages and dis advan­
tages; but the desirable condition is that students should 
stay in one home room as long as possible. 
Advisers have been interviewed and express the feeling 
that the organized home room where students are g iven respon­
sibilities and permitted to participate in the control of 
the activities vIith tee.oher guidance is worthy of praise. 
Officers for the room are usually elected each term and 
parliamentary procedure is practiced when business of the 
group is being transacted. In a typical Indianapolis home 
18Ib1 d D. 3. 
..... ., J.: 
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room period of twenty-five or thirty minutes, the president 
calls the meeting to order; the minutes are read, corrected, 
and adopted; the reports of committees are heard and dis­
cussed; a program is presented by the program committee. 
The program presents some phnse of guidance for discussion. 
Appreciation must be expressed to the efficient committee 
of junior high teachers for the well planned programs they 
h ave given to each junior high school. These programs con­
sist of case studies, plays , stories, poems, songs, and quo­
tations. 
Student participation in Scilool control is practiced 
in every home room through the developmBnt of group spirit, 
community conSCiousness, and free discussion. Representa­
tives of other student participation groups receive their 
training in these home room meetings, and it is therefore 
important that the adviser, "Cultivate an interest in home 
room affairs that will finally become real pupil interest, and 
as a reward there will come to her the vision of her oppor­
1f 19 
tunity with youth. 
Although advisers are busy with curricular activities, 
extra-curricular activities, and clerical '!fork, Mrs. Wyman 
believes that they will succeed if they will organize the 
home room groups; adopt checking devices for attendance; del­
egate duties to students; make details subordimtte to social 
19L. K. Wyman, ou. ~, Chapter IX, p. 80-95. 
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values; plsn the group meetings systematically; tr s.in the 
leaders; and cooperate with affait's' for the accomplishment 
of worth while r asul ts .20 
The home room in the Indianapolis Junior High Schools 
offers excellent opportunities for strengthening common 
weo.lmes s es and hnndUng special activities. It is not the 
only setting for guidance, but it is one of the most attrac­
tive opportunities for this phase of the school program to 
be stressed. It develops the desirable pupil-teacher rela­
t i onship. It is among the best means of fostering habits, 
attitudes, and t h e other ideals of good citizenship. All 
of these things mentioned make the home room a l aboratory 
in which students .are trained to participate in school con­
trol. 
TABLE I. 	 TYPES OF STUDl!;tIT PARTICIPATION IN THE 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF INDIANAPOLIS 
Method of 
ChooSing Memb~rs: 
Before iSincel' 
Organized 
---~ 	 19311 1931 

22 StUdent Councils 5 
46 School Boy Patrols 36 
19 Safety Councils 7 
46 BUilding Monitors 23 
41 Home Booms 11 
34 School newspapers 20 
43 Junior High Clubs 7 
17 
10 
12 
13 
30 
14 
36 
Election-ApPointment-Volunteer 
13 5 ' 0 
12 35 9 
12 8 4 
5 30 6 
23 12 2 
7 17 6 
10 3 23 
20Ibid. 
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TABU; II. TYPES OF ORGiI.NIZATIONS DISSOLVED 
SINCE 1931 
Student Councils 5 that were organized before 1931- -12 
5 that were organized since 1931 
School Boy Patrols 0 
---46 
Safety. Councils 2 that were organized before 1931 
1'12 that were organized since 1931 
Building Monitors 2 that were organized before 1931 --44 
Home Rool!lS 0 --41 
School Newspapers 2. that \'J'ere organized before 1931 --32 
Junior High Clubs 1 that was organ:i.zed before 1931 --42 
TABLE III. ACHIEVEMh"'lrrS ACCOMPLISHED 1'BROUGH STUDENT 
PARTICIPATIOn 
Lmproved traffic 
Conducted assemblies 
y~~ 
36 
Na 
2 
Regulated lunch rOOlllB 20 9 
Imuroved attendance 17 11 
Conducted campaigns 
Health 15 6 
Thrift 7 6 
Courtesy 25 9 
Clean-up 
Good English 
26 
25 
3 
:2 
Raised scholarship 
Reduced th.eft 
27 
9 
4 
3 
Published newspapers 
Exercised diBciplina.ry power
Improved grounds 
31 
27 
27 
1 
3 
4 
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TABLE IV. OPINIONS ABOUT STUDENT P1'RTICIPATION 
IN INDIANAPOLIS 
Yes -No 
Should omit dis cipline -15- 16 
Good even though perfunctory 17 8 
Trains for leadership ruul respons ibility 41 0 
A necessity in a. democratic country 39 4 
iiasteful of time and energy 4 25 
No real need for such organizations 4 23 
It must come by evolution 22 3 
They are efforts to shift responsibilit;<T 1 28 
Es tablishes an opportmlity for cooperation 4J 0 
De'lelops school s p irit 41. 0 
Suwmary,--This chapter is a resume of the eight types 
of student participa tion organizat ions which are operating 
in the Indianapolis Junior High Schools now. In the earlier 
days, civic clubs were organized for the purpose of develop­
ine good citizenship traits within the students through 
student partiCipat ion in school activities. The study of 
this local system shffivs that the school boy patrols, build­
ing monitors, student councils, safety councils, and school 
ney/spapers were the next groups organized to assist in con­
trolling the schools. With the junior high school plan of 
organiza.tion has been introduced the activities period, a 
guidance prograrn., and social studies instead of civics, 
h istory , and geography . Home rooInS and clubs are products 
of this recent org anization too. Griticis.InS of the building 
monitors, student councils, and s8.fety councils are considered 
in this part of the study, and in some instances , th.ese objec­
tlons or criticisms are answered by quoting · t;he opinions 
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of authorities on the subject of student government . It 
has been pointed out that each group is clos e ly associated 
viith guidance . 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPA.'tISON WITH OTEffiR SCHOOL SYSTEMS 
This chapter is based on the replies from question­
naires sent to the following schools: 
The Herman Ridder Junior High School--New York City 
Leominster Junior High School--Leominster, Mass. 
O'Keefe Junior High School--Atlanta, Ga. 
Central Junior High School--Kansas City, Kans. 
Stanford Junior High School--Sacramento, Cal. 
Junior High School--Bron.~ville, N.Y. 
Charles O. Dewey Junior High School--Brooklyn, N.Y. 
The plan of organization in these school systems consists 
of junior high school buildings for grades seven, eight, 
and nine. Grades one to six are in the elementary build­
ings; and grades ten to twelve are in the senior high school 
buildings. This is the only great difference between the 
usual junior high school plan and the Indianapolis Junior 
High School plan of organiz.ation. Each type has its advan­
tages •. The Indianapolis plan is not a true junior high 
school system; but this plan makes it possible to care for 
( 57) 
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the students in small neighborhood groups; and the curric­
ulum tries to aid in the solution of the problems of 
adolescent students; and to make citizens who understand 
the duties of citizenship and participate in those duties. 
The Herman Ridder Junior High School--New York City 
Edward R. Maguire, Principal 
l.ir. Maguire in an address to the Greater New York 
Safety Council, "Teach ing S2.fety in the Junior High SchoOl";­
remarked that knowing safety has little significance. The 
fundamental of safety education is action. The problem 
faced is a problem in character education, a problem in per­
sonality, a problem in democracy. The relation between 
lDnowing the right and doing the right is a matter of deport­
ment and deportment is a social factor. The safety of an 
individual is a social matter. Carelessness on the part 
of an individual places a risk on all others who are related 
t o him in time and space; therefore safety fs socialized, 
because no one individual can take a risk without involving 
others. 
Out of this Mr. Maguire's philosophy rises. The school 
is a democracy; the learning procedure is the "Group-Study 
Plan", technic that unifies the method throughout the school. 
Its fundamentals are: 
(1) Self activity which connotes 
1E. R. Maguire. "Teaching Safety in the Junior High 
School", Mimeographed Booklet. New York Ci~r. Jan., 1939 
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(2) Freedom, and freedom carries with it the idea of 
somebody else's freedom and, therefore, leads to law, to 
courtesies, to social relationships. 
(3) Socialization must connote 
(4) Self-government. These four fUndamentals, thus 
tied up with each other, make the method of teaching, and 
the method U1US determines the character of the school life. 
All the fUndamentals are pupil activity. 
Self-government is one of the factors on the pupils' 
side of the pupil-teacher partnership. The teacher's contri­
bution to the partnership consists of four organizations. 
He organizes: (1) subject matter; ,(2) the pupil personnel, 
as groups; (3) the time; and (4) the checks on the assigned 
work. Thus the Herman Ridder Junior High School has a 
working set-up in the Group-Study Plan,Appendix F (Page xii). 
The "Government", the laws of the school, are made by the 
student body, the 'Council of the "School City", which is 
itself an outgrowth of the method that has just been men­
tioned. 
'The law enforcing body of the Herman Ridder Junior 
High School is a School Court. The Mayor, Sheriff, President 
of the Council, and District Attorney are elected by student 
nominating conventions, and campaign speeches in the audi­
torium. It is followed by a dignified and important instal­
lation. 
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The Council is composed of the Class Presidents. They 
make the laws for the student body wi thin the powers granted 
in the char'cer(v/hich is given to them by the Principal) and 
their own constitution. 'L'his body meets weekly in the club 
period. 
Penalties of the Court are on the pOint system--so 
many points for each offense. Loss of too many points means 
failure in what Vie call "Character", and failure in "Charac_ 
ter" means loss of promotion or loss of diploma. "Character" 
is a major subject and the principal states, "I am the army 
and the navy behind the government." 
The Traffic Safety Patrol of ~~e school is a body of 
students selected for their physical height, their willing­
ness to serve, and their dependability under punishment. 
They report for duty and "line-up" every morning at 8:10 
and are on the job in the street until 8:45. They are on 
again at the two lunch periods and at the afternoon dl~m1esal. 
They are partially uniformed with red caps and white Sam 
Brovme belts for conspicuousness. Tney cover ve~J dangerous 
corners where the entire school population :Crosses. They 
remain only at the curbs. They do not attempt to control 
vehicles. ':Chere are lights and a traffic policeman posted 
at the heaviest crossing, but there are lights alone at the 
other 	crossings. 
At the completion of their tour of dut"y, the entire 
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squad forms inside the building for roll call and dismissal 
under their officers. A teacher is assigned to the adminis­
tration of the squad. This teacher is rele ased from other 
duties for thi~ purpose. 
Mr. Maguire summarizes his remarks with the following 
paragraph: 
The effectiveness of ~~y scheme which may 
develop in the Herme.n Ridder Junior High School 
is dependent upon its origin in the unity of the 
school. If it is "Character Education" or "Person­
ality Development" or "Journalism" or what not, my 
plea is for a recognition of the fact that activities 
such as these, which are called "extra-curricular", 
cannot function fully unless they are impressions 
of school life. 'r'here is an integre.tion that can­
not be neglected. I mean for instance, the.t if the 
students obey the traffic safety patrol in the street, 
it is possible because they are accustomed to obey­
ing their own leaders and officers everywhere in the 
school; and because they knm7 tJ:o..rough h abituation 
that violation of the la,,' is invariably followed 
by a penalty. Their attitude toward each other is 
determined by this. They become accustomed to 
receiving instruction and criticism from their peers. 
In fact, gracious acceptance of criticism is a part 
of th~ l ee,rn:l.ng of democracy in the Group..Study 
Plan. 
This junior high school was organized before 1931 
and has an enrollment of 2,700 students . They publish a 
newspaper, uR:l.dder News", whbse editors are volunteers. 
The authorities of this school he.ve dissolved no type of 
student participation that has been orgilnized. The school 
policy is:"Democracy is our fundament al." 
2Ibid. 
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Leominster Junior High School 
Leominster, Massachusetts 
Student participation in school control is not a mere 
experiment in the Leomi nster Junior High School. Most of 
their organized groups of pupil goverrunent have been func­
tioning for more than nine years, and their student council 
has b een organized since 1931. Members of the student 
council are chosen by election; the safety squad is appointed 
after a school civil service test is given to the pupils; 
the safety council is appointed; and the monitors, newspaper 
staff, and junior high clubs are volunteers. 
School Motto: tlMake the most of today. 11 
School Creed: 
A Leominster Junior High School pupil wants to 
become a fine man or woman, fine in scholarship 
and citizenship. He can do this by developing morally, 
mentally and physically in the following ways: 
1. He is truthful and str aight forward in his 
dealings with his classma.tes, his teachers and parents. 
2. He is reliable and dependable at e.ll times. 
3. He shows good sllortsmHnship in a.ll activities 
whether he wins or loses. 
4. He participates as a leader or follower in 
student goverrunent to the extent of his position.
5; .lIe obeys all the school laws understandingly, 
intelligently and willingly.
6. He does his own work, does it to the best 
of his ability, and has it done on time. 
7. He builds up habits t ll at will insure a 
healthy body.
8. He r ealizes that Leominster Junior High SchoOl 
will attain end maintain the stande.rds and ftims that 
he sets fo r himself". 3 
3Leominster Junior High SChool (leafle~. 
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The atmosphere of this school must surely be one of uplifting 
fellowship. Mrs. Wyman says that it is an established fact 
that where teachers and pupils labor together as comrades 
and friends, with the united purpose of developing character 
and citizenship, student government cannot fail to be a 
4 
success. 
O'Keefe ,Junior High School has been practicing 
student government since 1923. The following is their 
5 purpose as sts,ted in the printed pamphlet: 
We have student participation in the government 
of O'Keefe for several reasons. First, it develops 
character and sense of responsibility. Second, 
it teaches the form and activities of community 
government since our school government is modeled 
on nat16nal, city, and state lines. Third, the 
students, through organization, are a very material 
help · to the school authorities in the management 
of our school. 
The president of the student body presides over all 
assemblies end is re sponsible, generally, for the eperation 
of student government. There are two requirements stated: 
he must be in the ninth grade; ru1d he must average not less 
than "B" in his school work. Since the president is inaugu­
rated in November and he graduates the following lcay , the 
vice president serves as president from September to November 
4L. K. Wyman; Character and Citizenship through 
Student Government. Philadelphia, Pa: International Press, 
the J. C. Winston Co., 1935. 
5DIKeefe Studen Government, Atlanta, Ga.: O'Keefe 
Print Sho p, Jan. 6, 1939. Eanctbook) 
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of the following year. Th e vice pre f. i oent must come front 
the eishth grad.e, and he muat have an average of "B" in 
scholarship. 
Candidates for president and vice president are 
nomi nated by conventions. Each class in school sends two 
delegates to each convention. Class primarIe s instruct. the 
delegates as to whom the school citizens wish nominated •• 
The candidates make campaign speeches in the school 
auditorium before t he student body. The election is held 
on the first Tuesday after the second Monday in November. 
The school is divided into eight wards. All registered 
students vote in the ward in which their home room meets. 
Only students who have paid school fe es may register. In 
the voting precinct, student officers check the registra­
tion lists and issue ballots to voters. 
In April each grade elects officers; , nar~ely, governor, 
lieutenant governor, and secretary. These officers may be 
asked to preside at assemblies ; and they are members of the 
Junior and Senior Courts. They received O'Keefe "OIS" for 
satisfactory service for one year. 
Wednesday before Thanksgiving is Inaug~ration Day. 
Upon this important day the students all march to the audi­
torium. lin important government official in the state 
administers t h e oath-of-office to the nevrly elected pres ident. 
The president then outlines to his c1assma.tes his plan for 
the government of O'Keefe. 
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A student cabinet is appeinted by the president.'; te 
assist him in the perfe~nance .of his duties; they receive 
"O's" for satisfactory service. Mere than twe hundred 
menitors assist in carrying .out the laws .of the scheel. 
They help keep .order in the halls, cafeteria, yard, assem­
bly, and wherever their services are needed. These moni­
ters are appointed by the teacher-adviser upen the appli­
catien .of the student and upon the recemmendation .of the 
teachers. The meniters elect a president, vice-president, 
and secretary. Captains are appeinted for the different 
divisions of the monitors' club. Gold pins are awarded 
for three years service, a silver pin for twe years ser­
Vice, and an "0" for one year. The secret-service is a 
branch of the menitors assigned to duties as detectives 
or plain-clothes members of the for ce. They wear ne 
armbands .or badges. Class officers form the ceurt which 
meets once a week in .order to try the cases reperted to 
it by the moniters and te pass sentences on the .offenders. 
In January the students test their proficiency in 
government by operating the schoel. The president operates 
the principal's office; the vice president is the assistant 
principal; and students, serve as teachers--on Student Day. 
Ambassadors are appointed by the president. They 
are diplomatic representative s that are s ent te ether senier 
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and junior high schools of the city and contributing 
granunar schools. 'I.'hese students are guided by a group 
of teachers, the advisory commit tee : G. H. Slappey , chair­
man; M. R. Colvin; !\lrs. W. Maddox; and. 'Ii. ],1. Rogers. 
01Keefe JlUlior High School has an elaborate organi­
zation. Such a well organized system cannot be put into 
operation in a short time; it takes years of work; it re­
quires the patience of well trained s ponsors; an interested, 
sympathetic principal and faculty; and a student body that 
has requested the plan. 
Central JlUlior High School--Kansas City~ Kansas 
Mr. R. C. Johnson, Principal 
Central Junior High has an enrollment of 1350 students. 
All of the:!.r student participation groups except the ne\I'S­
paper were organized before 1931. The student cOlUlcil has 
one hundred ten m~~bers and ten of them belong to the safety 
cOlUlcil. Members of the council are elected by t he s tudent 
body; the home room pupils and neWSpaper staff are appointeq; 
and the clubs arc chosen by the s tudents. At one time the 
Boys and Girls Club was dissolved in order to get a more 
elaborate organization. Mr. Johnson reports that student 
government has improved his building with the following 
achievements: 
a. Improved traffic 
b. Conducted assemblies 
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c. Regulated lunch rooms 
d. Conducted campaigns 
e. Improved grounds 
f. Reduced theft 
He further agrees with those who make these statements 
concerning student participation in school control: 
a. Should omit discipline 
b . Trains for leadership 
c. Establishes opportunity for cooper ation 
d. Develops school spirit 
Stanford Junior High School--SacrBlTIento, California 
Stanford Junior High School has a well organized 
system of student govermaent which has been in operation 
for a number of years. The following achievements have been 
accomplished through pupil participation at that school: 
a. Improved traffic 
b . Conducted assemblies 
c. Improved attendsnce 
d. Raised scholar,ship 
e. Published newspaper 
f. Exercised disciplinary power 
These statements express the adviser's opinion of 
student government : 
a. Trains for leadership and responsibility 
b. A necessity in a democratic couIltry 
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c. Establishes an opportunity for cooperation 
d. Develops school spirit 
Stanford ' s School l.iotto is: "Give to the vlorld the best 
you have and the best will come back to you. II 
Bronxville Junior High School--Bronxville l-re.7 York 
In the Bronxville Junior High School, student par­
ticipation organizations h ave been functioning since 1931. 
The student council is elected by the school at large; 
the home room is called the advisory and its officers are 
elected . The staff of the "Junior ~lIirror", the school 
ne\"T31laper, is a group of volunteers. The followine; are 
achievements which have been accomplished through student 
govern.r:tent: 
a. Presided at assemblies 
b . Checked attendance 
c. Conducted courtesy campaigns 
d. Published ne\7Spaper 
These are some opinions of student government as expressed 
by the principal: 
a. Should omit discipline 
b. Good even though activities are perfunctory 
c. Trains for respon~ibility 
d. It does not waste time or energy 
e. It places responsibility where it belongs 
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Charles O. Dewey Junior High School 
Dr. Alexander Fichandler, Principal 
This lar8e junior high school is in Brooklyn, New 
York. The enrollment is two thousand students. The 
student council has a membership of sixty, and they are 
elected to this position. The safety patrol has a member­
ship of one hundred fifty and they are appointed. Members 
of the newspaper staff and the clubs are volunteers. 
The School Policy is: "Americans of Democracy")i' 
Some ach ievements accomplished through student govern­
ment are: 
a. Improved traffic 

b.Improved attendance 

c •• Conducted clean-up campaign 

d. Beautified grounds 
e. Exercis ad dis ciplinary pov/er 
f. Published newspaper 
Dr. Fichandler believes that student government shoul.d not 
omit discipline; it is time and energy well used; and there 
is a real need for such organizations. 
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TABLE V. SUMMA..'i.Y OF OTHER SCHOOL SYSTEMS 
OrganizecfJ:: 
before since Method of Choosing Members,' 
1931 1931 l Election '- A ointment - Volunteer 
7 Student Council 4 3 6 1 0 
6 School Boy Patrol 4 . 2 0 4 2 
3 Safety Council 3 \ 0 2 2 1 
3 Building Moni tors 3 1\ 0 0 2 2 
7 Home, Room 6 1 2 1 1 
7 School Newspaper 4 I 3 0 2 5 
'7 Junior High Clubs 5 , 2 0 0 7 
This table points out the popularity of certain organ­
izati9ns in other school systems; whether they ,'1ere organized 
before or since 1931; ,and the method used in choosing members. 
TABLE VI. ACHIEVE1'T.ENTS 
Yes No 
Improved traffic 
Conducted assemblies 
6 
6 
o 
1 
Regulated lunch room 5 o 
Improved attendsnce 3 o 
Conducted campaigns 5 2 
Raised scholarship 1 1 
Improved grounds 
Reduced theft 
5 
4 
o 
o 
Published newspaper 
Exercised disciplinary 
5 
poweNi 
o 
o 
Tuis table represents the achievements accomplished 
in other school systems. Seven schools are tabulated. 
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TABLE VII. SUMMARY OF OPINIONS 
Yes No 
Should omit discipline -------------- 3 2 
Good even though activities are per-
ofunctory ----~------------------------ 4Trains for leadership and responsibil­
ity----------------------------------- 6 o 
A necessity in a democratic country--- 6 o 
Wasteful of time and energy ------ - 0 5 
No need for such organizations --.,.--- 0 5 
Must come bv evolution -------------- 4 o 
They are efforts to shift responsibil~ 
ity --------------------------------- 0 4 
Establishes an opportunity for coop­
eration ---------------------------- 6 o 
Develops school spirit -------------- 5 o 
Other school syste~~ agree that student government 
is good but not perfect; it is recognized as a necessity in 
a democratic country; it establishes an opportunity for 
cooperation; it develops school spirit. These tables can­
not be checked for correct numbers because every item waa 
not .answcred by all schools, and some items were answered in 
two ways by the same school. 
Student Council Associ9tions 
"Student Life h , the officIal organ of student c01.Ulcils 
.publishes interesting accounts of student activities . Coun­
cils in different parts of the United States form associations 
that convene annually. The Southern As sociation of Student 
Government met in its seventh annual convention at Dallas, 
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Texas in October 1938, The PeIL~sylvania Association of 
Student Participation in School Government held its fifth 
session in Du Bois in October 1938. 'L'he West Virgin'L8. 
( 
Student Co-Government As80ciation convened at Jackson's Mill 
in October. The Wisconsin High School Student Council Asso­
ciation met in Madison in November. Indiana has no such 
association, but such an organization could do much to 
encourage the different types of student participation, as 
well as, to solve many probleJTl.B trmt arise. 
Summary.--Junior High schools in different parts of 
the United States are practicing student government in its 
various forms and are emphasizj.ng s'Uldance in its several 
phases. Some schools have elaborate organizations which 
have been operated so long that they have become almost 
automatic. Their junior high orgf,nizations are older than 
the Indianapolis plen. (Compare 1'ables I and V., pages 53 
and 7J) ). Acoording to Table V there is no outstanding 
popularity of one group over another, but they mention in 
their literature that the student council is the center 
of 0. well organized plan of student participation. In 
Indians.polis, the school boy patrol is the most popular 
group, building mon:ttors rank second, and the student 
council is the least popular of the eight types of pupil 
government. Iietlwds of choos ing members, the acllievements 
accomplished, and the opinions of the principals are 
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similar in all sys tems(See Tables I to VII). Junior 
hi~l schools in the seven cities included in this study, 
are in separate buildings !?.nd have large enrollments. 
Indianapolis, with its small neighoorhood junior hi~ plan, 
carries on student participation mucrl in the same way 
the.t the larger schools do. Educators say that the major 
object of public education in America is to train the 
younger genera tion to be good citiz ens, and t hey seem to 
think t hat the method best ade.pt ed to achieve t h is end 
is student participation in school control. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUlllIllary 
In the precedine chapters, the history and develop­
ment of student participation in school control has been 
briefly traced from early Greece to the present day. The 
types of activities l'lhlch encourage pupil government in 
Indianapolis .Junior High Schools h ave been described and 
their r el ation to guidance has been mentioned. Student 
participation org''llization~ in the Indienapolis .Junior High 
Schools have been compared with similar groups in some 
other cities in the United States . No claim 5_8 made that 
all such activities have been covered but that there are 
enough examples to give a representative picture. 
The following topics have been discussed in this 
study : 
1. The types of student participation practiced 
in the Indianapolis seventh and eighth grades before the 
program was reorganized. 
(74) 
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2. Types of student participation 'functioning in 
the Indianapolis Jun:\.or High Schools now . 
3. The types of student participation most popular 
in the Indianapolis Junior High Schools. 
4 . The relation bet\7een student participation end 
guidance . 
5 . Indianapolis Junior High Schools compared in 
student participation with some other school systems. 
Conclusions 
On the basis' of data received from the Indianapolis 
Junior High Schools and cities in other parts of the 
United ~tates , t h e followine; conclusions have been made: 
1. Before the seventh and eighth grades were reorgan­
ized student participation was practiced in civics clubs. 
Later the school boy patrols, monitors, and newspapers were 
a part of the pupil government program. Some schools report 
that they had home rooms, councils, and clubs before 1931, 
but in the majority of cases these last three organizations 
have begun fUllctioning since the Indianapolis plan for junior 
high school has been inaugurated. 
2 . Types of student participation which function in 
Indianapolis non are school boy patrol, monitors, clubs, 
home room, school newspaper, safety council , ' and student 
council . 
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3. The most popular type s of student participation 
are the school boy patrol, monit or s , and clubs. 
4 . There is a close rela tion between student 
participation and guidance. 'I'he teacher I s job is to 
st'udy the child, find his needs and aptitudes, and. suggest 
activities which will give him practic-e . Student partici­
pation is an activity which gives him the practice. 
5 . The Ind i 8napolis Junior High School Plan of 
organization compares favorably with other junior high 
schools in different parts of the Uni ted StB_tes. Member ­
ship in the organizations of all school systems is. obtained 
in a majority of cases by appointment. The aims and pur­
poses of the organizations as expres s ed in the mottoes, 
cr eeds, and policies are similar. The student council is 
the least popular of the groups for student par t icipation 
in the Indianapolis Schools; while in other cities the 
council is the most popular. Junior High Schools in other 
cities are in separate buildings. Indianapolis does not 
have this building accommodation. 
Recommendations 
1. P. full time Director of Student Act i vi ties should 
be employed f or junior high schools vlith an enrollment 
of one thousand or more. 
2 . An adviser of student act ivities in the smaller 
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schools should be relieved of some of the class room 
duties. 
3. A student council should be organized in every 
building that has a junior high school. 
4. A Student C01..illcil As e. ociation should be organized 
in Indi enapolis to encourage .better practices in student 
activities. 
Suggestions for Future Study 
1. Make a study of student councils in the junior 
high schools of Indianapolis t o discover why they are 
unpopular. 
2. Compare the grades of student council members 
'.7ith the grades of other memoers of the cls,:os. 
3. J,lake a survey of the publi cations in the Indiana­
polis Junior High SC11001s in order to study their types, 
a<i.'i1inistrntion, final1cing, make-up, and educatiOnal values. 
4 . Set up an experiment with a group of junior 
high students as a device for developine self reliance. 
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APPENDIX A 
OATE OF TF3 ATHENIAN YOUTH 
We will never bring disgrace to this, our city, by 
a.:ny act of di shonesty or cowardice, nor ever desert our 
suffering cOIDra.des in the ranks. We will fight for the 
ideals and sacred things of the City, both alone and v/ith 
ma.:ny; we Vlill revere and obey the City 's la'l'ls, and do our 
best to incite a like respect and reverence in those above 
us who are prone t o annul or set them at naught; we will 
strive unceasingly to quicken the public's sense of civic 
duty. Thus in all these things we will trensmit this 
City not l ess , but greater, better, and more beautiful than 
it was tr flnsmitted to us. 
ROOSEVELT CREED 
--As used in the R. J. H. S.-_ 
1. 	I believe in honesty, sincerity , and the squ are; 
in making up one's mind what to do and doing it. 
2. I believe in fearing God, a.:nd taking one's own part. 

3; I believe in hitting the line hard when you are right. 

4 ~ I believe in herd v:rork and honest sport. 

5; I believe in a sane mind in a sound body. 

6. 	I believe we have room for but one soul-loy~lty; 
a.:nd that is loyalty to the American Peopl e . 
l W. M. Proctor a.:nd Ricciardi, liThe Junior Hil?.ll School. 
Stanford University , Cal.: Stanford Univ. Press, 1930. P. 219. 
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APPENDIX B 
OATH OF OFFICE 
The School Boy Patrol 
I pledge, that I will not t ake advantage of my posi­
tion to l ord it over others, nor will I allow them to imposo 
on me. T'.aat I will obey the instructions given me in the 
manner of handl:l.ng traffic, will pay strict attention to 
bus iness, end will not play while on duty . That I will so 
condu ct myself while ('11 duty as a member of the Junior 
Traffic as to be a credit to the uniform I wear and trust re­
posed in me by the principal of my school and by the Chief 
of Police.'" ~. 
SCHOOL SONG 
"NUMBER THIRTY SEVEN" 
On a hill hlgh up near heaven, 
Beautiful to see, 
Stands our glorious Thirty-seven 
Hail I All hail to theel 
Chorus 
Thirty-seven, Thirty-sevenl 
To you we'll be true; 
Haill H8.ill Our Thirty-seven, 
We love you. 
Thlng of beauty--joy forever I 
Precepts high you give. 
Our airo--to forget them never; 
Up to them ,Ie'll live . 
Fleeting years may come and vanish; 
But whate'er our fee, 
From our minds wIll n ever banish 
Tender thoughts of thee. ,j 
2Ibid, p. 214 
3Tune: ",on Wisconsin". Words wer e compos ed by the 
late Hazel Hart Hendricks, principal of School No. 37 from 
Septemb er 1927 to September 1935. 
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APPENDIX C'--__~~~__ 
Standard Rules for 

Operation of School 

Safety Patrols 

Parrol Boy holds childre n on sidewalk wh ile vehicles are passing. (See 
Ru le 7.) H e is wearing the s tandard Sam Browne belt. 
1. Fnnction. The function of the school safety patrol is to 
instruct) direct and contz'o} the members of the s tud ent body in 
crossing the streets at or near schools. Patrols should not be 
charged with the responsibility of directing vehi cular traffic, nor be 
allowed to do so, other than signa.lling to a motorist who approaches 
the crossing after the student' pedes trians have left the curb. 
No te: Patrols need not and should not, therefore, be recognized by 
city ordinanee. They mus t not be termed "police" nor organized as 
such. When a patrol member ra ises his hand to waru a motorist ap· 
proaching a group of ehildren who are crossing the street, he is not 
directing or controlling the motori st, but merely ·calling his atte ntion to 
hjs obliga tion under the law to respect the ri ghts and safety of pedestrians 
a t crosswalks. 
An important function of school safety patrols is to instruct the school 
children in safe practi ces in their use o( the streets at a ll times and places. 
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APPENDIX E 
SCHOOL JiiOTTOES __INDIANAPOLIS .JUNIOR HIGH 
IIWe children of the nation now, from inland and from 
shore, 
A song to new America with grateful hearts outpour, 
We pledge to her our loyalty, and service evermore, 
And wisdom crO,7nS our years '--Charity Dye 
"Lift as you climb." 
Lincoln: "I will stu1y and get ready, and m9.ybe 

the ch~nce will come.' 

"Compete with yourself--Cooperate with others." 

IIPride of the Northside. We aim to be the pride 

of the Northside. 1I 
"Do your bes t. " 
1l00r Junior High second to none." 
"Come children, let us live with our children." 
"Learning to live. " 
"School life is a normal situation. Live it as such." 
"Not failure but low aim 1s cr ime." 
"It can be done. 1I 
:il­
APPENDIX F 

INDIANAPOLIS J1HUOR HIGH CRElIDS--POLICIES 

"To give the children encouragement and training in 
self direction." 
"Always do right." 
"We believe in freedom but no lic ense; in cultivation 
of a p ersonal self control and growth. We beLteve in happy 
pupils and happy teachers working in a social group." 
"A democratic group who believes in cooperation among 
teachers and pupils, and among pupils themselves." 
"To have every child growing ment 8.11y and spiritually 
at hi s own speed and to have every child happy. II 
"Fairness on the part of teache:es and school as well 
as children. ' 
" 
"What have you done today to make this world a better 
p lace in which to live. ll 
"Our :father help us to be truthful, honorable, loyal 
citizens. Help us to do our work so faith..."ully that we 
may be an honor to our school, our city, our country , and 
our flag." 
"I believe in the modern, progres s ive education ideals, 
--that the children l earn through the ir own activiti es, that 
school nrust be democratically conducted to d evelop citizens 
'for a democracy, that development of character with right 
atti tudes anc h a t i ts is ~& import e.nt as the ncquisi tion of
' knowledge. II 
"Constructive discipline. If we can develop right at­
ti t udes, everything else will come natura.lly provided we 
are dealing \7ith normal boys and g irls." 
"Education for every child according to his ability. 
Determine individual ab i lity--s et tasks to fit it and see 
tha t it is done to the b est of his ab ility ." 
"This is my work--my bles s ing , not my doom. Of all , I 
who live, I e.m the only one by whom this work can b es t be done. 
"If it is right--do it." 

"To develop self control and initiative in each child." 
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APPENDIX G 
THE GROUP-STUDY PLAN 
Guide Lines in Supervision and Observation 
The HERMAN RIDDER JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
EDWARD R. MAGUIRE, Principal 
Boston Road at 173rd Street New York City 
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APPENDIX H 
SAFETY ISSUE 
SIJe 
31800S·fER 

vol.Jf no ..I_ Published and PriIlted by the Pupil!'; of School No. 37 M~' 'f ! q~ ., 
Ea.st Twenty-fifth and Templ(' AYe., Indianapolis. Ind. 
Our Traffic Squad 
The children in Room nine de­
cided that the boys on the 1939 
Traffic Squad a,'e the best that 
we have had for a long time. They 
found these boys possessed many 
of the following qualities : obedi­
ence, hones ty, respectfulness, cour­
teousness. truthful"""s, self-con­
trol, kindness. thoughtfulness, and 
cleanliness. The leaders show these 
qualifications and the rest are made 
stronger by association. This year 
there are many small boys on the 
squad, showing that size is not 
considered in their choice. We 
hope that all the children will obey 
the traffic officers and become bet­
ter citizens. 
FIELD DAY-SCHOOL NO. 37 
-MAY 26-., P. M. 
Safety Hint 
"You'll never rench 70 doing 70." 
Training Camp 
Tlo" third annual School Safety 
Patrol Officers Training Camp will 
be held at the Indianapolis .Boy 
Scout Rese rvation August .211 to .. 
September 1, according to the pres­
ellt plans. Each school is requested 
to send to the Camp, three boys 
who will serve as officers of the 
Safety Patrol next fall. 
* • • 
An Invitation 
D~ar Parents: 
We are studying about OUr com­
munity. We are learning how the 
community provides protection for 
us. All the children are helping 
to make a frieze for the exhibit. 
This frieze shows children playing 
in a safe place. You must come 
to see it when we have our safety 
exhibit. 
Yours truly. 
Children of Room 2. 
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APPENDIX I 
COP Y 
HilJ1ANAPOI.IS PUBLIC SCROOLS 
INDIANAPULIS. IlIDIANA 
OFFICE OF T}1J.; SUPE.l:iIN'l'ENDEN'l' 
Harch 15, 1939 
To E.1el!lentary School Principe.le: 
Mrs. Battie Redford of Schoo.1 #37 has selected for 
the subject of her master's thesis at BUtler University, 
"Student Parti<.:ipation in School Contro.1 l.n ene .runior 
High Schools of Indianapoli s." 
In order to secure data to make tbis study, 
Mrs. Redford has prepared a short check questionnaire 
which she is sending to each elementary school principal. 
Information compiled from this study should .be 
interesting and valuable to the Indianapolis schools and 
Mrs. Redford has kindly consented to make this summary 
available to any principal who expresses a desire for it, 
on the questionnaire. 
H. L. Harshman 
Director of Administrative Researoh 
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APPENDIX J 
1254 west 25t h street 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Uarch 9 , 1939 
School :Humber__~ _. 
Indianapoli s. Indiana 
Dear Principal: 
Student ·oarticipa tion in Bchool control has caused 
much controversy among educator s. 
You. as principal of a .iunior hi gh school. no doubt 
have expe rienced a great desir e to tell of the succ e ssfully 
organized plan of opera tion a t your school or to t a lk 
wi th other administra tors about the weak point s of t he 
illan. As a junior high scho ol tea cher and a student at 
Butler University, I am making a study of "Student Partic­
ipation in Scho ol Control in t he Junior Hi gh Schools of 
Indi a napolis, InCi.i a na ." 
The enclos ed questionnaire has been sent to all 
junior high schools in t he city. and it is hoped that with 
your cooperation. t he po pularity, success, and value of 
the or ganizations, may be de termined fr om an administra tor's 
point of view. 
Upon completion of this phase of t he investigati on. 
it is my de s ire t o compile the re sults a nd send a copy 
to t he principal of ea ch ,junior h igh school. 
Yours truly, 
(1tr s.) T~ttie M. Redford 
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APP8l'IDIX K 
Q,UES TI Ol'NAIRE 
ST'"llDElrT PAB.TI CIPATI01I I N SCHOOL CONTROL H r THE 
.nnnon HIGH SCHOOLS OF INDIANAPOLIS, INI.. HANA 
By student participation is mea nt t he plan by which 
the pupils who attend a certain school are given an oppor­
tunity to cooperate with the te a chers in managing that 
school's affairs. 
1. Please check t he forms of student participation in op­
eration at your building. 
~ame 
of 
organization ' ''S~t'''u'''''d''';e;':n.t C ou ncil 
, 
organlzed 
before ' since 
1931 1931 
The 
Special 
lTame 
T 
'Safety Squad 
'Safety Gouncil 
'Bui1dinp; Monitors 
" -Tome Room 
'fjchoo 1 l-Tewspaper 
'Junior Tligh..-C.lubs 
'( Other Orgailizations)'
, , 

2. How are members of the organizations chosen? (Place 

check mark) 

I Erection ApPoJ.ntment'voIunteer , 
,
'student Council 
, ,
•~'-afetYSguad
'Safety Council 
'Building Monitors 
'Home EQmn 
'School Newspaper 
( ganizations)', ,r-----------;­
3. Have any forme of student participation been di s solved 
since 1931?Yes_____ No______ 
I~ . What forms were dissolved?____.__________________________ _ 
Why were they dissolved? 
To get r' a more elaborate organization ••••• ~ l 
Did not work well • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 
Lacked organization and objective • • • • • •• ( 
Was faculty dominated •••••• . •••••• ~ ) 
Had too many powers • • . . . • . • • • • • •• ) 
Faculty out of harmony • • • . • • . . • • • •• ) 
(Other reasons) 
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( ~uestionnaire continued) 
STUDENT PARTICIPATION" IN SCHOOL CONTROL IN THE 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF I1'DIAlrJ,POLIS, IlIDIANA 
5. 	HQve any of the following achievements been accompli shed 
through student participation in your building? (Place 
check mark in "Yes" or "No" column.) 
til s- - --------:No 
' Improved traffic • • • • • • • • • 
'Conducted assemblie s 
'Regulated lunch room • • • • • • • ! ) 'Improved attendance • • • • • • • ) 
'Conducted campaigns 
Health • • • • • • • • • ( 
Thrift • • • • • • • • • ( 
courtesy • • • • • • • • •
• Clean-up • • • • • • • •
• Good I'~ ngli sh • • • • • • 
'Raised Scholarship • • • • • • • • 
'Improved grounds • • • / • • • ' , 
'Reducect theft • • • • • • • .IT 
'	 • · IPublished newspaper • • • • • • 
'Exercised disciplinary power • • • • ( ( () ) (othel' _achJ._~veme_n~s.l 
6. 	Do any of the following statements express your personal 
opinion of student participation in school control in 
junior high schools? (Place check mark in column "Yes" 
for t he ones expressing your personal opinion and in 
column "No" for the ones that do not.) 
' 
' 
'A 
'Shouldomi t dlsc"ipIlne. • • • • • 
Goo d. even though activities are perf unctory. 
Trai ns for leader ship a nd re sponsibi li ty • 
Ye s No 
• ) 
necessi t y in a demo cratic country. • • () () 
,Wasteful of t ime and. energy. • • • () () 
'No r eal need f or such organizations • • 
' I t must come by evolution. • • • • 
'They are efforts to shift re sponsibi li ty ·11 !1
'Establishes an opportunity for cooperation. 
'Develops school spiri t • • • • J 	l () 
7. 	What is your school motto? 
8 . What is your school creed or policy? 
xviii 
(Qeustionnaire continued) 
The following questions were added to the question­
naires that ~ere sent to school systems in different parts 
of the United states; 
Do you have junior high schools?
----------_._------------­
Are grades one to eight in the same building?_____________ 
.'U'e grad.es seven and eight in a junior high school building ? 
Is grade nine in the seni or high sohoo l ? _____________ 
If your set up has not been named, please explain. 
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